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a b s t r a c t

We evaluate the effects of different survey modes on respondents’ patterns of answers using an entropy
measure of variability. While measures of centrality show little differences between face-to-face and
Internet surveys, we find strong patterns of distributional differences between these modes where
Internet responses tend towards more diffuse positions due to lack of personal contact during the
process and the social forces provided by that format. We introduce an entropy measure of dispersion for
survey responses and illustrate its utility with election data from 2012. Our results provide clear evidence
that mode matters in modern survey research, and we make recommendations for interpreting results
from different modes.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Potential survey respondents are becoming more expensive and
more difficult to contact with traditional telephone and face-to-
face methods, forcing researchers to look toward new methods of
finding and contacting sampled members of the population. Sur-
veys conducted over the Internet have become a popular solution
for obtaining survey responses faster and cheaper than via tradi-
tional telephone or face-to-face methods (Brick, 2011; Groves,
2011), to the point that expenditures on market research Internet
survey usage increased from essentially zero to slightly less than 2.5
billion dollars from 1996 to 2011 in the U.S. alone (Inside Research,
2011). There is anecdotal and scholarly evidence that changing
modes influences how respondents think about and react to survey
instruments, causing measurement error that hurts comparability
of surveys across modes and time (Ansolabehere and Schaffner,
2014; Atkeson et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2011; Bowyer and Rogowski
forthcoming, Yeager et al., 2011). Such research has identified
specific survey items for which responses do (and do not) seem to
vary bymode (Christian, 2007; Christian et al., 2008, 2009; Dillman
and Christian, 2005; Dillman et al., 2009), but provides little
guidance on how measurement error due to a change in survey
mode affects overall distributions, rather than individual categories,
mola), nmjb09@gmail.com
of responses for individual items and the instrument as a whole.
Given what is known about the differences between online

surveys and other modes, we ask whether there is measurement
error in the form of a critical distributional difference in aggregate
survey responses. And if there is error, whether this difference has
the potential to change our interpretation of the question re-
sponses. Here we develop an entropy (information) measure of
variability to answer this exact question. Entropy is a commonly
used measure in physics and communication studies to convey
levels of information in a given system or message. It turns out that
this measure is well-suited to describing measurement variability
in categorical questions where measures of variance that assume
continuous data, such as the standard deviation, are not appro-
priate. Therefore it can be used to find differences in how re-
spondents react to the exact same question in surveys conducted
using two different modes. We illustrate the power of this measure
using data from the 2012 American National Election Study (ANES)
where the survey was administered with over 500 questions asked
identically via face-to-face and web modes across a total of 5914
respondents. Our results show that across a range of question types
and circumstances mode effects are not reflected in measures of
centrality, but manifest in greater variability. The entropy measure
of dispersion tends to be higher with Internet responses than face-
to-face interviews, indicating that sample respondents are more
comfortable expressing diffuse views in a more private setting. Our
new tool not only provides a direct quantification of measurement
error between survey modes, it provides a means for future re-
searchers to investigate specific reasons why respondents change
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Fig. 1. “Brexit” poll averages by survey mode.

1 In addition, Appendix A presents a series of Monte Carlo simulations that
further assess and highlight the efficacy of the approach and also help to measure
its sensitivity to different types of observed distributions. We also include all of the
R code for this experiment in Appendix B.
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their values across different modes.
Why is this important? Survey research scholars and practi-

tioners for the most part repeat their analyses many times over a
career often with very similarly formatted instruments. For
instance, the administrators of the American National Election
Study are careful to maintain question wording over time for
comparability of effects between elections. As the use of Internet
polling increases, and it is not hard to envision some point in the
future where its use will be exclusive, it is important to know how
question mode changes survey results. Consider that the ANES has
been asking the feeling thermometer (scaled 0e100) for “warm-
ness” towards Democratic Party presidential candidates since 1968.
A diligent researcher using the 2012 Internet mode version only (or
a future researcher without the choice) might puzzle about the
noticeably greater variability with more extreme evaluations
apparent in both directions. Such a person is likely to try and
explain this phenomenon by asking whether it is because: the
candidate was African-American, the candidate was subject to four
years of vitriolic criticism as a first term president, the candidate
needed to deal with the biggest economic crisis in the United States
since the Great Depression, or some other factor. Whereas we show
that in the case of the 2012 ANES feeling thermometer for the
Democratic presidential candidate (and other questions) the
distributional difference was due to the survey mode only. This is
not only important on its own in terms of understanding the 2012
election, it is critical for research designs that compare the same
questions over different elections. Making such multiple-time
comparisons without accounting for the mode effect naturally
leads to the conclusion that the electorate has becomemore diffuse
and more divided, which may be true, but if part of the reason is
simply how the survey is conducted then such substantive con-
clusions will be exaggerated.

The influence of mode effects is not just a concern for academics.
Media pollsters have demographic and attitudinal question formats
that they prefer and maintain over time, and mode changes can
affect what those questions show. For example, in polling on the
recent United Kingdom European Union membership referendum,
Internet polls and telephone polls indicated opposite trends up
until the day of the actual referendum. As illustrated by Fig. 1, the
Huffington Post Pollster averages showed a trend toward
“remaining” in the EU in the telephone polls by a margin of nearly
three percentage points. At the same time, Internet polls favored
“leave” by just over one percent. Overall, the polls favored “remain,”
which meant that in the wake of the “leave” outcome much of the
narrative was that the polls were wrong. However, the reality was
more nuanced e polls were both right and wrong depending on
which mode they used.

In this work we review the total survey error framework for
describing and categorizing uncertainty in survey research, focus
on measurement error due to mode of contact as a key part of this
total, and provide a method for measuring differences between
such modes. Our entropy measure of response variation reveals
aggregate differences in how questions activate responses. We
demonstrate the efficacy of this approachwith an application to the
2012 American National Election study which used multiple survey
modes with the same questions.1

2. Mode as part of the total survey error framework

The current academic literature does not completely identify
how systematic measurement error affects Internet versus
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traditional surveying modes in terms of data quality, comparative
dynamics, and statistical inference. We do know that asking the
same questionswith the same answer optionsmight not yield exactly
the same results between a web survey and a face-to-face or tele-
phone survey. Previous literature has identified a large number of
potential reasons for such a mode effect (Christian, 2007; Christian
et al., 2008, 2009; Dillman and Christian, 2005; Dillman et al., 2009).

Mode effects, and variability between modes, are key aspects of
total survey error: the conceptual framework that fully describes
the statistical error that comes from the process of conducting a
sample survey and calculating subsequent model-based estimates
to describe a population (Biemer, 2010). The total survey error
framework consists of five primary sources of error: sampling,
coverage, non-response, measurement, and postsurvey (Weisberg,
2005; Groves and Lyberg, 2010). Survey mode has the potential to
affect each of these sources, and is therefore a critical part of
considering total survey error.

The structure of these constituents of total survey error is
diagrammed in Fig. 2. Each source of error hasmany possible causes,
which are not shown in the figure, but the components are serial in
their occurrence. The arrows therefore only indicate the order of
concern, not causal paths. Coverage error is preeminent in the pro-
cess since it comesfirst anddefinesnotonly thesubsequent sampling
process, but also the personal and statistical components. The next
three essentially occur in parallel as the researcher defines the
sampling process and instrument structure. Finally postsurvey error
contributes the last component.Note also theadditivenatureof these
five sources of error; the resulting survey error is a total in away that
the name implies. See Groves et al. (2011) for a comprehensive
description of these components and their constituent effects.

The literature has developed ways to deal with most types of
error across different survey modes. Coverage and sampling dif-
ferences between web surveys and traditional modes are typically
attributed to the opt-in nature of most web surveys. Opt-in means
respondents have volunteered to take surveys and often system-
atically differ from people contacted by telephone or in personwho
did not previously sign up to receive calls or visits (Couper, 2000;
Groves and Lyberg, 2010; Hays et al., 2015; Baker et al., 2013;
Chang and Krosnick, 2010). It becomes more difficult to measure
sampling error when samples are not randomly drawn, but some
online surveys still calculate and report sampling error in similar
ways to probability samples (Rivers and Bailey, 2009). Cases that
fall outside of the sampling frame due to the method of commu-
nication in recruitment contribute to the coverage error: the
Fig. 2. Total Survey Error Diagrammed. Note: The two panels illustrate public opinion
trends in advance of the United Kingdom European Union membership referendum
that took place on June 23, 2016. The data come from the Huffington Post Pollster
archive. The trend lines are based on loess regressions for the period from March 15 to
June 23. The actual referendum resulted in an overall vote to leave the EU by 51.9%e
48.1%.
population accessible by telephone or in person is different from
the population with access to the Internet, and especially from the
Internet users that sign up to take surveys (Alvarez et al., 2003).

Nonresponse and cooperation have been considered as well
(Atkeson et al., 2014; Millar and Dillman, 2012). Slowinski (1988)
presents a “hierarchy” of nonresponse error: noncontact error
where the surveyor fails to contact a unit in the contact list, unit
nonresponse error where the sampled unit fails to respond
completely, and item nonresponse error from incomplete survey re-
sponses. Some studies have found similar cooperation rates be-
tween modes, but with demographic differences (e.g., Nagelhout
et al., 2010); while other studies have found dramatic differences
in response rates acrossmodes (e.g., Couper, 2001). In the telephone
or face-to-face modes, interviewers can sometimes persuade
reluctant participants to take the survey, decreasing unit non-
response (Chang and Krosnick, 2010; West et al., 2013). In-
terviewers can ask respondents follow-up questions, known as
probes, and not immediately accept the answer when a respondent
says they “don’t know” how to answer a question to reduce this
error. Dillman et al. (2014) recently compare Internet, phone, mail,
and mixed strategies to show tradeoffs and how design decisions
should consider the strengths andweakness of each alternative (see
also Dillman and Christian, 2005; McNabb, 2013; Weisberg, 2005).

2.1. Measurement error across survey modes

What is missing in the literature is a way to quantify how much
measurement error can be attributed to the difference in mode that
is not due to questionnaire design or question wording. Even if sam-
pling and coverage are held constant, nonresponse errors are
similar, and postsurvey treatment is identical, there will still be a
gap in measurement error between web and traditional survey
modes because the web respondent is doing the survey privately,
whereas traditional methods require an interviewer, adding a social
component to the survey. The effect that interviewers can have
directly on measurement error comes from several sources. During
the survey interviewers force the respondents to pay attention to
the survey, particularly when it is conducted face-to-face, and re-
spondents complete the entire questionnaire all at once. Without
an interviewer online respondents could be easily distracted by
other tasks they need to do on the Internet or even search for in-
formation about questions on the survey, which damages the
prospect of measuring Internet respondents’ unpolluted opinions.
There is some evidence that social desirability bias is higher in
interviewer-administered surveys than in Internet surveys, partic-
ularly on questions about controversial issues such as racism and
discrimination (Davis et al., 2010). And, even though it is seldom
discussed, there is always the possibility that interviewers can
directly influence data by suggesting answers or even falsifying
answers (Bredl et al., 2000). Both of these issues would increase
measurement error for the telephone or face-to-face surveys.

Measurement error differences also stem fromhow the survey is
presented in each mode. On the telephone or in person in-
terviewers can read a list of options, leaving out “don’t know” or
other non-answer responses, and still record a “don’t know” if the
respondent insists on this as their answer. Online surveys cannot
record anything that is not provided on-screen for the respondent,
so “don’t know” or any other non-answer responses have to be
either listed or eliminated completely. Listing “don’t know” results
in higher proportions of respondents choosing that option
(DeRouvray and Couper, 2002). There is also evidence that re-
spondents choose answers on a scale differently online and over
the phone (Christian, 2007; Christian et al., 2008, 2009; Dillman
et al., 2009; Ye et al., 2011).

Survey researchers know that there are systematic differences
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in responses based on these sources of error, but the main way in
which the error has been measured is to simply show the differ-
ences in responses question-by-question. These studies have
sometimes shown substantial discrepancies between the modes
(e.g., Yeager et al., 2011), and sometimes they show few differences
across modes (e.g., Ansolabehere and Schaffner, 2014). However,
there is currently no principled statistical means of comparing
variance differences across alternative categorical survey modes.
Understanding survey error in this context is important since most
survey researchers rely upon data collected from others, and
misunderstanding collection procedures, including survey mode,
may lead to further downstream errors by such researchers that are
avoidable. In the next section we introduce a useful dataset for this
purpose along with a measure that avoids incorrectly applying
standard variability measures to low-granularity ordinal survey
measures. By comparing the value of this entropy measure for each
mode we can get an idea of how much measurement error there is
between the data collected using each mode.

3. Empirical data and entropy measure

In this section we introduce a measure of variability in discrete
survey responses based on entropy (Shannon, 1948) and apply it to
a recent academic survey. Since the bulk of survey responses are on
discrete measures such as Likert scales and feeling thermometers,
the standard statistical variance is inappropriate. The variance
(VarðXÞ ¼ 1

n�1
P ðXi � XÞ2), and typical alternatives such as the

median average deviation (MAD(X)¼median(|Xi�median(X)|)) as-
sume interval measured data, but are generally robust to ordinal
data with roughly equally spaced distances. However, such statis-
tics are not robust to ordinal data with unequal spacing because X
and median(X) are not accurate measures of centrality in this
context, and importantly, the summed distances of Xi � X and
Xi�median(X) do not add comparable units to create a coherent
statistic.2 One of the hallmarks of political science data, and survey
data on politics in particular, is that these categories are not equally
spaced (Johns, 2005; Evans et al., 2001; Green and Palmquist,1994).
For example, extremely liberal and extremely conservative re-
sponses to an ideological question are much further from the
adjacent categories on the actual underlying metric distance than
those next to the modal point from the central underlying point
(Gill, 2005). Abascal and Rada (2014) also recently explain how
standard variance measures are inappropriate with 0 to 10-point
question formats specifically. The feeling thermometer questions
in the American National Election Study (and elsewhere) are
ordinal with 101 categories and would seem to be only a minor
violation of the interval measure assumption, however a scan of the
raw data for any of these questions for any year of the survey re-
veals few “non-round” numbers like 63, 91, 17, 28, etc., suggesting
that the associated cognitive process is ordinal with much less
granularity. Therefore a statistically appropriate measure of vari-
ability is needed to compare the dispersion of mode effects.

3.1. ANES 2012 survey data

To analyze the potential consequences of mode effects on the
uncertainty that surrounds public opinion data, we examine the
American National Election Studies 2012 Time Series Study. The
ANES 2012 study is the 29th installment in a longstanding series of
2 Relatedly, it is also inappropriate to use the standard Pearson’s Product Moment
Correlation Coefficient for comparing two nominal or ordinal variables. Despite this
fact, it is common to use the standard correlationwhen the tetrachoric (nominal) or
polychoric (ordinal) forms are correct.
election studies that go back to 1948. The 2012 edition differs from
its predecessors significantly, and lends itself exceptionally well to
our analysis because it is the first ANES study that implements a
dual-mode design by incorporating a traditional ANES face-to-face
sample as well as a separate sample interviewed on the Internet.
Both samples were independently drawn and data collection was
conducted independently in the two modes as well.

There were slight differences in timing between the two sample
collection approaches in 2012, but these timing differences are
unlikely to be important in terms of electoral information. The pre-
election face-to-face (F2F) interviews were conducted between
September 8 and November 6 (election day), while the Internet
(Inet) portion of the survey was fielded later between October 11
and November 6. The post-election interviews were conducted
between November 7 and January 24, 2013 for face-to-face, and the
Internet samples were collected between November 29 and
January 24, 2013. The face-to-face part of the study employed an
address-based sample with in-person recruitment and interviews.
The Internet survey relied on a primarily address-based sample and
mail recruitment, as well as some random digit dialing (RDD) based
telephone sample and recruitment and Internet interviews for all
respondents. All Internet study participants were members of the
KnowledgePanel, a panel of regular survey participants adminis-
tered by GfK. For more technical information on the study see the
documentation in ANES (2012).

The data set for the ANES 2012 study is available online3 and
contains a total of 2240 variables for 5914 respondents, where 2054
respondents come from the face-to-face survey and the remaining
3860 respondents were interviewed online. To accomplish our goal
of directly comparing the two different modes we need to process
and subset the data to achieve direct comparability. We want to
focus our analysis directly on Likert scales and feeling thermome-
ters (plus similar percentage scales) reflecting political opinions/
attitudes and behavioral intentions. Specifically,

� We removed all variables that have no variation and take on one
of the missing data codes that the ANES coding scheme employs
(between �1 and �9, see ANES, 2014: p.36e37) in the face-to-
face (k¼449) and subsequently Internet (k¼452) part of the
study.

� For the remaining 1339 variables, we recoded all entries that
have a missing data code to NA, and consequently drop all
variables that have more than two thirds of missing data in
either the face-to-face (k¼303) or Internet (k¼39) portion of the
survey.

� We removed all variables that provide background survey
related information, such as the random ordering of answer
options, or meta-data for the respondents, such as the names or
gender of their current Congressional representatives (k¼141).
These deletions include additional variables that provide
analytical information such as weights or strata characteristics.

� We then ignored all demographic variables (age, income, reli-
gion, etc.) as well as variables reflecting past (political) behavior,
factual information about the respondents (whether they were
contacted during the campaign, whether they are registered to
vote or are gun owners, media use, etc.), and overall knowledge
questions (k¼342).4
3 http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/anes_timeseries_2012/anes_
timeseries_2012.htm.

4 We exclude these variables to focus our main analysis on items that capture
opinions and attitudes. However, the results reported below are robust to the in-
clusion of past behavior, factual information about the respondents, and knowledge
questions. The robustness check results are reported in Appendix E.

http://www.electionstudies.org/studypages/anes_timeseries_2012/anes_timeseries_2012.htm
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Table 1
Comparing medians for face-to-face and internet modes.

BSM BSE Difference t-statistic p-value

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 232)
F2F 1.536 0.008 �0.038 �48.536 <0.001
Internet 1.574 0.009
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 155)
F2F 2.619 0.012 �0.155 �107.859 <0.001
Internet 2.774 0.012
7 to 11 point items (k ¼ 78)
F2F 3.984 0.027 0.037 9.875 <0.001
Internet 3.947 0.023
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
F2F 60.452 0.202 3.425 84.208 <0.001
Internet 57.026 0.196

Note: the two-sided t-test presents the result of a test for significant differences in
bootstrap means between Internet and face-to-face. This is not part of the entropy
measure analysis.
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This process ultimately leaves us with 465 Likert scale items and
49 0e100 scaled items (either feeling thermometers or questions
that ask respondents to reply with a percentage) that capture re-
spondents’ political opinions and behavioral intentions, and do so
in exactly the sameway in both the face-to-face and Internet part of
the study. Those K¼514 questions contain a total of 99 items that
are used to build composite indices, and 48 items that are already
such indices, where values depend on a set of other variables in
turn.5We collect these 465 Likert scale items into three groups such
that 232 of them have only two or three answer categories (for
example, “approve” and “disapprove”; or “favor”, “oppose”, and
“neither favor nor oppose”), 155 have between four and five answer
categories, and 78 have between seven and eleven categories.
Modifying this categorization slightly did not have any noticeable
effect on our eventual results (a robustness check). All of the R code
for processing the data as just described is provided in Appendix D.

An obvious question is how the two modes differ in measures of
centrality for the ANES 2012 study. Since these data are measured
on fairly non-granular ordinal scales (except for those varying from
0 to 100), a regular mean is not an appropriate statistic. As noted
above, we categorize the questions into four groups: 2 and 3 point
items, 4 and 5 point items, 7 to 11 point items, 101 point items. For
each question in each group we then obtain a median response to
collect these medians within their groups. This allows us to boot-
strap sample (e.g. with replacement) 5000 within each group to
calculate a bootstrap mean (BSM) and bootstrap standard error
(BSE) of the medians. These values are presented in Table 1 along
with a test of differences. Bootstrapping the standard errors is
necessary since medians do not have closed form expressions for
the standard error. Note that while each difference is statistically
reliable, the effect sizes are very small relative to the level of
measurement for the corresponding questions: 0.038 on a scale of
1e3, 0.155 on a scale of 1e5, 0.037 on a scale of 1e11, and 3.425 on a
scale of 0�100. So in the next sectionwewill begin focusing instead
on the differences in variability across survey modes.
5 One classical example is the two-step party ID question, where a respondent is
first asked whether they see themselves as Democrat, Republican or Independent,
before a second question asks how strongly they feel about that view (for parti-
sans), or whether they are leaning towards either party (for independents). Both
answers together then allow for the construction of a 7-point party ID variable.
Another example is first asking respondents whether they approve or disapprove of
the way the president is handling the economy, and then asking whether their
feeling is strong or not strong. In this case, both answers together then allow for the
construction of a 4-point approval variable. Our analyses below are based on all
K¼514 items. However, we also ran every part of the analysis excluding the 99
items that are used to build composite indices and the results were virtually
identical.
3.2. Entropy statistic for response variability

For all K¼514 remaining questions, we now calculate the discrete
entropy measure given by Shannon (1948) and implemented by
Gill (2005) in a political science context. Shannon’s entropy has
been applied in awide variety of fields and is considered a measure
of communicated information, although the definition and use of
“information” differs widely (Ayres, 1994; Jaynes, 1957; Ruelle,
1991; Tribus, 1961, 1986).6 More specifically, the entropy measure,
H, for a given k-category discrete variable f(X)¼[p1,p2,…,pk] is
calculated by:

H ¼ �
X

pilnðpiÞ;
X

pi ¼ 1; (1)

where the pi are the empirically observed counts (normalized into
proportions) for each possible answer category of the respective
variable, and “ln” denotes the natural logarithm. Although this is a
simple function, it has deep theoretical and practical implications.
Shannon (1948, Appendix B) showed that this form is the only
function that satisfies the following three critical properties:

� H is continuous in the discrete measure {p1,p2,…,pn}.
� H is at its maximum and is monotonically increasing with n if
the pi are uniformly distributed.

� If a set of alternatives can be reformulated as multiple, tempo-
rally consecutive sets of alternatives, then the first H equals the
weighted sum of the following consecutive H values:
H(p1,p2,p3) ¼ H(p1,1�p1)þ(1�p1)H(p2,p3).

These properties show that the Shannon entropy function is
mathematically ideal for relative information comparisons, which
is well-documented in other literatures (Acz�el and Dar�oczy, 1975;
Van Campenhout and Cover, 1981; Cover and Joy, 1991; Bevensee,
1993; Ryu, 1993). In our case we will use this function to show
different distributions of survey responses for the same question,
thus highlighting variability in information supplied by re-
spondents depending on the mode of sampling. Since the resulting
quantity is interval measured over the entire real line, means and
variances are now appropriate statistical summaries, thus allowing
direct and intuitive relative comparisons.

The Shannon entropy form of uncertainty uses measures of
uncertainty that are produced by the format in terms of the number
of categorical responses and the full distribution of responses from
the survey instrument. Furthermore, the entropy approach makes
absolutely no assumptions about the distribution of the variability
of uncertainty (Shannon, 1948; Jaynes, 1968, 1982). For our pur-
poses we use entropy to describe the variability of a set of survey
responses for a categorical question. On one extreme is the case
where each of the categories had an equal number of responses.
This is then a uniform distribution of responses, which gives the
highest possible value for H in (1). On the other extreme, every one
of the respondents picks the same category. This observed degen-
erate distribution gives the lowest possible value ofH. Any values in
between show relative distance on this scale and thus a continuous
measure of discrete variables that can be compared in different
settings for the same survey question.

It is important to note that the created value is a “measure”, and
not a “statistic” since it does not possess an underlying distribution
or associated standard error (Casella and Berger, 2002, Chapter 1).
This means that there are no “tail-values” or thresholds for
6 Other uses in political science include John and Jennings (2010) who analyze
the fragmentation of political attention in Queen’s Speeches, and Greene
(forthcoming) who studies the diversity of party policy rhetoric.



Table 2
Entropy descriptive statistics.

Mean Variance Min Max t-statistic p-value

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 232)
F2F 0.761 0.045 0.176 1.097 1.334 0.183
Internet 0.787 0.044 0.168 1.098
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 155)
F2F 1.327 0.033 0.727 1.598 �0.445 0.657
Internet 1.317 0.040 0.518 1.608
7 to 11 point items (k ¼ 78)
F2F 1.726 0.058 0.993 2.321 �0.259 0.796
Internet 1.716 0.057 1.167 2.334
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
F2F 2.064 0.039 1.393 2.326 7.795 <0.001
Internet 2.470 0.093 1.230 2.792

Note: 2-sided t-test presents the result of a test for significant differences in means
between Internet and face-to-face.
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standard hypothesis testing. Instead, its value is strictly as a
comparative tool for relative distance much in the way that the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used to compare fit between
alternative models. However, once a set of entropy measures across
questions have been calculated they are a numerical description of
that survey instrument that is interval measured. Thus means,
variances, etc. can be calculated on that set of associated entropy
scores to make standard descriptive claims (see Table 2).

As an example of entropy usage, consider the ANES 2012 study
question iran_nukdip, which asks respondents: “To try to pre-
vent Iran from developing nuclear weapons, would you favor,
oppose, or neither favor nor oppose direct diplomatic talks be-
tween the United States and Iran to try to resolve the situation?”
Within the face-to-face sample, 1551 respondents answered
“favor”, 146 answered “oppose”, and 171 respondents indicated
that they would “neither favor nor oppose” such direct diplomatic
talks between the United States and Iran. Based on these 1868 re-
sponses, we get the following vector of proportions:
{0.830,0.078,0.092}. Consequently, the entropy score from the
measure above is then:

H ¼ �½0:830$lnð0:830Þ þ 0:078$lnð0:078Þ þ 0:092$lnð0:092Þ�
¼ 0:573:

(2)
For the same question in the Internet sample, the vector of

proportions is {0.683,0.084,0.234} and the corresponding entropy
measure is H¼0.808. In other words, the Internet sample exhibits
considerably greater entropy than the face-to-face sample on that
specific question, and is therefore more varied and uncertain ac-
cording to this measure. In Appendix A, we illustrate the efficacy of
the entropy approach by implementing a series of Monte Carlo
simulations, which also help to determine the sensitivity of our
suggested measure to different types of observed distributions.

It is also important to note that entropy applied in this manner
provides ameasure of dispersion or spread only. So for instance, ifwe
hadonedichotomousresponsevariable according to {p1,p2}¼{0.1,0.9}
it would have an entropy value of H¼�[0.1$ln(0.1)þ0.9$ln(0.9)]¼
0.325. Now supposewehave another dichotomous response variable
according to {p1,p2}¼{0.9,0.1}. This is a very different response
structure in substantive terms, yet it has the same entropy value:
H¼�[0.9$ln(0.9)þ0.1$ln(0.1)]¼0.325. This is because, although the
structure of responses is flipped around, the categorical measure of
variability is exactly the same. Observe that this is no more limiting
than the use of variances for interval measured data: the variance of
x¼(6,5,1,5,3) is 4 as is the variance of y¼(�6,�5,�1,�5,�3).
3.3. Results from the application to the ANES 2012 study

In the following, we present an analysis of all K¼514 Likert scale
items in the American National Election Studies 2012 Time Series
Study that ask the exact same question in both survey modes and
offer respondents the exact same answer categories. By comparing
entropy measures for identical survey instruments across both
survey modes, we examine the potential consequences of mode
effects on the uncertainty that surrounds the data. The difference in
the variability between modes is a quantification of measurement
error.

3.3.1. Aggregate entropy differences by categorization
First we aggregate all questions according to our four types and

analyze mode differences by entropy. Table 2 provides descriptive
statistics for the entropy measures across all K¼514 items included
in this analysis and compares those entropy measures across the
two survey modes and across the different types of response scales.
The table includes the mean and variance for each category of en-
tropy measures, as well as their minimum and maximumvalue and
the result of a t-test comparing the differences in means for a given
subgroup of items. For very short and very long scales, the Internet
sample shows a greater mean entropy measure than the face-to-
face survey, while for 4 to 11 point Likert scales, the mean en-
tropy in the face-to-face sample is slightly greater. Apart from the
feeling thermometers and percentage questions, the variance of the
entropy measure is relatively similar for both survey modes.
Moreover, while the minimum observed entropy value is greater in
the face-to-face sample for some categories, and greater in the
Internet sample for others, the maximum entropy value is always
greater in the Internet sample. Perhaps most importantly, only for
feeling thermometers and percentage questions do we observe a
difference in entropy means between the two modes that is sta-
tistically reliable at conventional levels.

Fig. 3 combines a set of histograms that further inform us about
the distribution of the entropy measure for different types of scales
and the two different survey modes (with measures for the face-to-
face sample in the left column, and measures for the Internet
sample in the right column). As wewould expect (and was indicted
by the descriptive statistics), with increasing scale length, the en-
tropy measure tends to increase in both survey modes. We can also
see that whereas for short to medium length scales Internet and
face-to-face entropy scores do not seem to differ significantly, the
distributions look considerably different for the 101 point items,
where the Internet sample exhibits noticeably heavier tails in the
plotted distribution.

Fig. 4 presents similar information in a slightly different way.
Here, we look at each of the K¼514 survey items by category and
subtract the face-to-face based entropy measure from the Internet
based measure. Subsequently, we plotted histograms for these
differences and overlaid thesewith the respective empirical density
estimates. If both survey modes were to capture a given question
with the same degree of uncertainty, we would expect the differ-
ences presented here to be (very close to) zero. For the first three
graphs there are observable but modest differences. The last graph
showing the density of differences for feeling thermometers and
percentage questions provides a distinctly different pattern. While
the right-hand side of the distribution still looks relatively normal,
its mean and mode are now clearly positive, indicating that the
entropy measure is larger in the Internet sample for almost all of
these survey items.

All of this aggregate entropy analysis implies modest but
noticeable difference between the two surveymodes: 0e100 scaled
items easily show statistically reliable mean differences and tail
differences, and there are modal differences for all categories. This
supports the general idea of using the entropy measure to detect
overall differences in a set of questions across two modes, but it
does not yet indicate how different, or how important, a difference



Fig. 3. Entropy histograms.

Fig. 4. Distribution of entropy differences (Internet - F2F).



Table 3
Greatest face-to-face entropies.

Variable name Entropy Value Variable description

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 232)
cses_econ 1.0869 State of Economy
campfin_banads 1.0906 Ban Corporate/Union Ads
ineqinc_ineqreduc 1.0925 Gov’t Reducing Income Inequality
econ_ecpast 1.0946 National Economy: Better/Worse
econ_unpast 1.0966 Unemployment: Better/Worse
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 155)
resent_deserve 1.5742 Blacks: Gotten Less Than Deserved
cses_govtact 1.5768 Gov’t Reducing Income Inequality
resent_try 1.5773 Blacks: Must Try Harder
ecperil_payhlthcst 1.5864 Able to Pay Health Care
egal_worryless 1.5976 Worry Less About Equality
7 to 11 point items (k ¼ 78)
cses_dptylike 2.1893 Democratic Party Like (0e10)
cses_rptylike 2.2786 Republican Party Like (0e10)
cses_rpclike 2.3022 Republican Pres Cand Like (0e10)
cses_dptyleft 2.3203 Left-Right Democratic Party (0e10)
cses_rptyleft 2.3208 Left-Right Republican Party (0e10)
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
ftpo_dvpc 2.2782 FT: Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate
ftgr_unions 2.2814 FT: Unions
ftgr_fedgov 2.2842 FT: Federal Government
ftpo_rpc 2.3098 FT: Republican Presidential Candidate
ftcasi_illegal 2.3260 FT: Illegal Immigrants

Note: The table presents the 5 items with the highest value for (entropy_f2f) in each category.
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can be across a single question.
3.3.2. Entropy differences by specific survey questions
Table 3 shows the five items with the highest values for the

entropy measure in the face-to-face sample, again separated by our
four question type categories. In linewith the previous analyses, we
can see that as scale length increases, the maximum values for the
entropy measure also tend to increase (although the differences
between the items for 7 to 11 point scales and the 101 point scales is
relatively small). This is a feature of the mathematical structure of
(1). Substantively, the items for relatively short scales focus pri-
marily on the economy and attitudes towards blacks, while the
items for the longer scales focus more on party and candidate
Table 4
Greatest internet entropies.

Variable name Entropy Value

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 232)
mip_prob2pty 1.0958
econ_unpast 1.0964
iran_nuksite 1.0968
cses_econ 1.0980
econ_ecpast 1.0983
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 155)
ctrait_dpccare 1.5873
ecblame_pres 1.5874
ctrait_rpclead 1.5886
ctrait_dpcmoral 1.5956
ctrait_rpcmoral 1.6078
7 to 11 point items (k ¼ 78)
cses_rptyleft 2.2585
cses_dpclike 2.2847
cses_rptylike 2.3200
cses_dptylike 2.3311
cses_rpclike 2.3343
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
ftpo_rvpc 2.7123
ftgr_unions 2.7272
ftpo_pres 2.7480
ftpo_rpc 2.7495
ftpo_dvpc 2.7919

Note: The table presents the 5 items with the highest value for (entrop
attitudes as well as illegal immigrants.
Table 4 presents the same information for the Internet portion

of the survey. While the items with the highest entropy measure
differ slightly for the shorter scales, they are almost identical to the
items with the highest values in the face-to-face sample for the
longer scales. Notice first that the 101 point items show consider-
ably greater values for the entropy measure in the Internet sample.
Second, when comparing Tables 3 and 4 side by side, the entropy
value for a given entry is always greater in Table 4.

In Table 5 we combine the entropy measures for both samples,
by subtracting the entropy value for a given question in the face-to-
face sample from the value in the Internet sample. Table 5 then
presents the three variables with the highest and lowest value for
Variable description

Best Party to Handle MIP #2
Unemployment: Better/Worse
Bombing Iran’s Nuclear Sites
State of Economy
National Economy: Better/Worse

Dem Cand: Cares About People Like Me
Blame President for Economy
Rep Cand: Strong Leadership
Dem Cand: Is Moral
Rep Cand: Is Moral

Left-Right Republican Party (0e10)
Democratic Pres Cand Like (0e10)
Republican Party Like (0e10)
Democratic Party Like (0e10)
Republican Pres Cand Like (0e10)

FT: Republican Vice Presidential Candidate
FT: Unions
FT: Democratic Presidential Candidate
FT: Republican Presidential Candidate
FT: Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate

y_inet) in each category.



Table 5
Greatest entropy differences.
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that difference in each question category, where negative values
indicate a higher entropy measure in the face-to-face sample, and
positive values indicate higher measures in the Internet sample.
These are listed in order that radiates outward from zero indicated
by the dashed lines. The 101 point items had only two extreme
items favoring face-to-face responses so the dashed line moves
upward from the other cases.

For lower levels of measurement, 2 and 3 points items plus 4
and 5 points items, the extreme cases in Table 5 are bigger for the
face-to-face survey mode, whereas this switches for the more
granular measures. This suggests that when Internet respondents
have more “room” to provide less centralized (perhaps more
extreme) responses they tend to do so more often than face-to-face
respondents, producing more variability for specific questions.
Even though the less granular measurement categories tend to
show greater negative differences (favoring more diffusion in face-
to-face responses), these differences are smaller than the differ-
ences in the more granular measurements categories. For the top
entropy measure cases this is clear:

� 2 and 3 point items: �0.3780 versus 0.3220,
� 4 and 5 point items: �0.3403 versus 0.3262,
� 7 to 11 point items: �0.1941 versus 0.2032,
� 101 point items: �0.4675 versus 0.6220.
Obviously the 101 point scale gives a greater range of entropy by
mathematical construct, but it is important to look at the sub-
stantive political difference in these values.

Among 2 and 3 point items, auth_consid (Important for Child:
Considerate or Well-Behaved) is the variable for which (entro-
py_f2f � entropy_inet) takes on the greatest negative value,
whereas fedspend_schools (Public Schools: More or Less
Spending) is the variable for which (entropy_inet - entro-

py_f2f) takes on the greatest positive value. The first question
seems easy to respond to an interviewer with varying values given
its relatively insensitive nature, regardless of other political lean-
ings. The second question deals with a politically sensitive question
that touches on race, class, and fiscal behavior. So it makes sense
that there is more diffusion in the answers for the Internet re-
spondents. For the ordinal question types excluding the 0e100
point items, the Internet entropy measures tend to be greater for
controversial issues such as support for the Tea Party, laws against
gay/lesbian job discrimination, or abortion.

It is noteworthy that among the 101 point items, only two var-
iables have a higher entropy measure in the face-to-face sample
than in the Internet sample. These questions, pctlikely_-

whatpct2 and likelypct_whatpct1, ask the respondents in the
two modes what their percent chance of voting in the upcoming
election is, and are notorious for producing higher values in the



Table 6
Logit model results for voting for Romney over Obama.

Face-to-Face Mode Internet Mode

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)

(Intercept) �4.43224 0.75929 �5.83733 0.00007 �3.86743 0.47010 �8.22673 0.00001
gender_respondent_x 0.07630 0.19080 0.39989 0.34836 �0.11625 0.14913 �0.77956 0.22588
dem_birthyr 0.00415 0.00528 0.78575 0.22351 0.00303 0.00390 0.77536 0.22517
dem_racecps_black �1.96061 0.42177 �4.64858 0.00026 �1.45919 0.29549 �4.93821 0.00012
dem_hisp �0.72328 0.30128 �2.40065 0.01588 �0.44175 0.21503 �2.05442 0.03113
pid_x 0.78939 0.05816 13.57346 0.00001 0.91645 0.04252 21.55245 0.00001
libcpre_self 0.49726 0.10285 4.83485 0.00033 0.40134 0.06481 6.19265 0.00002
interest_attention �0.22951 0.08541 �2.68720 0.01035 �0.03281 0.06984 �0.46983 0.32370
candrel_dpc1 1.12917 0.20898 5.40327 0.00009 1.27015 0.17649 7.19657 0.00001
ftcasi_illegal �0.00526 0.00387 �1.36046 0.10010 �0.01218 0.00280 �4.35654 0.00039
egal_worryless �0.14788 0.06996 �2.11389 0.02752 �0.40761 0.06040 �6.74875 0.00001

Null deviance: 2827 on 2053 df
Residual deviance: 1335 on 2043 df
AIC: 1306.9

Null deviance: 5340.3 on 3859 df
Residual deviance: 2271.5 on 3849 df
AIC: 2159.6
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person-to-person context.7 It is also interesting that two of the
highest entropy questions include the words “Democratic” and
“Candidate” together but the words “Republican” and “Candidate”
do not appear at all in the list. This suggests greater variability of
responses and greater polarization around the political positions of
Democratic candidates than Republican candidates. Importantly,
this does not imply some electoral advantage for Republicans
because the feeling thermometers are not tied directly to subse-
quent vote choice.

Notice here in this analysis that we do not specifically model
entropy values as an outcome variable in a regression context.
While this is tempting, it assumes that the entropy scores are
produced from some iid process. Nothing could be further from the
truth: in the professional context (academic or media) survey
questions are customized by experts to gain insight into a variety of
specific attitudes and knowledge.While some of these are obviously
related, such as income, education, and ideology, the purpose in
designing such surveys is not to impose a common underlying data
generating process across questions that could be summarized
with something like an entropy score and then modeled. For
example, we looked at both the dichotomous “Know Where to
Vote” variable and the feeling thermometer for “Working Class
People.” Even though entropy values can be calculated in both
cases, it is not appropriate to treat these underlying data generation
processes as iid and feed them into a regression specification.

3.3.3. Model differences by mode
In this section we highlight the extent of possible differences by

mode by fitting the same logit model specification for voting for
Romney over Obama using the ANES 2012 data. This modest sized
specification mixes standard control variables for vote prediction
along with three of the variables in Table 5 that were shown to have
large entropy differences based on mode: candrel_dpc1 (FT:
Spouse of Democratic Presidential Candidate), ftcasi_illegal
(FT: Illegal Immigrants), and egal_worryless (Provide Equal
Opportunities). We also add these additional covariates: gen-

der_respondent_x (0 for male and 1 for female), dem_birthyr
(recoded to age), dem_racecps_black (self-identified as African-
American), dem_hisp (self-identified as Hispanic/Latino/Latina),
pid_x (7-point party ID: Democrat to Republican), libcpre_self
7 Another possible explanation could be the slightly different timing with which
the two survey modes were fielded. Face-to-face interviewing started about one
month earlier than the Internet interviews. Given the popularity of early voting,
this means that a greater proportion of respondents in one mode than the other
might have already voted. If this is the case, there would be more respondents that
are 100% certain they would vote, which could have affected the result.
(7 point ideology: liberal to conservative), and inter-

est_attention (interest in politics: from 1 ¼ always to
5 ¼ never). Additional details about these variable are available in
the ANES (2012) codebook. We used multiple imputation with the
R package mice to handle missing data (Rubin, 2004). Fortunately,
the ANES provides sampling weights separately by mode and these
are incorporated into the two model estimation processes in the
conventional manner. Both model results are presented in Table 6.

We see that all of the coefficients and standard errors differ
between the models on the two sub-samples of the data. Some of
these differences are important. The negative coefficient for self-
reporting as African-American is statistically reliable in both
models and reduces 26% in absolute value going from the face-to-
face mode to the Internet mode. This implies some measure of
black support for Romney that was reserved from telling the
interviewer in person. Similarly, the negative coefficient for self-
reporting as an Hispanic reduces 39% in absolute value going
from the face-to-face mode to the Internet mode, and is also sta-
tistically reliable in both settings. Predictably the coefficient for
party ID is positive and statistically reliable in both models, but
does differ noticeably. There is a very similar story for ideology. The
coefficient for interest in politics changes considerably between the
two models: it is �0.22951 and statistically reliable in the face-to-
face model but is about one order of magnitude smaller and not
statistically reliable in the Internet model. Both coefficients are
negative, implying greater interest leads to more support for
Obama, but it could be that the face-to-face interviewees feel a
social effect wherein they want to look interested to the inter-
viewer. This is consistent with the literature (Davis et al., 2010;
O’Muircheartaigh and Campanelli, 1998; Singer et al., 1983). The
coefficient for the feeling thermometer for illegal immigrants is
unsurprisingly negative, meaning higher values push respondents
towards Obama over Romney, but the effect is about twice as strong
for the Internet mode versus the face-to-face mode (both estimates
are reliable). Seemingly respondents have a stronger link between
their feelings on illegal immigrants and their vote choice in private.
Lastly, the difference between the coefficient estimates is large for
the importance of providing equal opportunities, and both are
reliable at conventional levels. The Internet mode coefficient is a
little over twice the size as the face-to-face mode coefficient,
implying that people are more assertive about the relationship
between this variable and vote choice without having to think
about the social consequences.

Importantly, the model comparison provided above is an
example not a proof of mode differences. It is entirely possible that
one could use the same data and produce two relatively indistin-
guishable model results. But to know the differences, a researcher
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would have to enjoy the presence of both modes in the same
dataset with the same questions, as we have here. The key point is
that we have demonstrated non-trivial mode differences in model
results that would certainly lead authors to different substantive
conclusions about vote choice (in this case). In addition, it is
completely unclear what the substantive results mean when mix-
ing these two subsamples and running the same model specifica-
tion. Evenwith reliable coefficients, the mixed standard error is not
a logical expression of the contribution to total survey error.

Finally, on a technical note, the standard errors on the co-
efficients in Table 6 are not the same as the entropy values on the
data. For example the entropy value for the variable egal_wor-

ryless in the face-to-face subsample is 1.5976, but the standard
error for the associated coefficient in the associated model is
0.06996. This is not to imply that greater data variability does not
affect the subsequent model coefficient variability, but these are
two very different quantities.

4. Methodological advice

So far we have demonstrated that it is possible to use the exact
same question wording across two modes and produce a different
distribution of responses, even if measures of centrality are not very
different. We also observed that Internet surveys tend to produce
wider distributions with more extreme response categories, and
that these differences can considerably affect the conclusions that
we draw from such data. A deep body of literature on social
desirability shows that interviewers have an effect on survey re-
sponses (Davis et al., 2010; O’Muircheartaigh and Campanelli, 1998;
Singer et al., 1983), thus predicting differences in responses be-
tween face-to-face and Internet modes. There is also a sampling
issue that could be important. Individuals with extreme opinions
may opt-in to more impersonal nodes rather than submit to a face-
to-face interview. For our purposes this is a secondary issue for
researchers to consider: there is simply evidence that survey re-
sponses, when controlling for question wording as we do in our
ANES example, tend to bemore diffusewith the Internetmode than
the face-to-face mode.

Those differences could be partly due to differences between the
survey being conducted visually online and aurally in person. Pre-
vious research has shown this to be a critical distinction (Christian,
2007; Christian et al., 2008, 2009; Dillman and Christian, 2005;
Dillman et al., 2009). However, in the case of the ANES, the in-
person survey administration involves some visual elements as
well, including showing respondents avisual “feeling thermometer”
for the respective questions. Since we found the different feeling
thermometers to exhibit some of the largest entropy differences,
this suggests that these distributional differences are general mea-
surement effects rather than purely consequences of survey design.

So when presented with multiple modes, which version should
a diligent researcher use? The answer depends on the objectives. If
the interest lies in understanding reflective responses in the
absence of a social context, then the Internet mode may be the
preferred choice. However, if the research questions have a social
context, the face-to-face mode may be preferred to situate answers
in a social environment to better reflect respondent behavior in the
presence of others.

As the use of Internet-based instruments becomes more prev-
alent, the second question is whether researchers should change
their interpretation of categorical responses based on the evidence
of different distributions. We see little evidence of differences in
centrality, which is reassuring and indicates that regression co-
efficients have essentially the same interpretation in most cases.
However, in extreme cases there can be substantial differences in
subsequent regression model quality as illustrated by the example
in Table 6. An explanatory variable with large entropy provides less
statistically reliable information (a greater standard error for the
associated coefficient) than an explanatory variable with small
entropy in terms of predicting levels of an outcome variable in a
regression context. In the context where researchers compare the
efficacy of some survey question over repeated studies where the
mode changes to Internet, it might even be possible to incorrectly
claim that this question no longer contains useful information in
the regression sense.

As additional evidence for this claim consider a brief example
using a 7-point ordinal question where the distribution of answers
is highly concentrated in the middle for the face-to-face mode,
proportional responses x1¼{0.02,0.02,0.02,0.88,0.02,0.02,0.02}, and
highly dispersed towards the endpoints for the Internet mode,
proportional responses x2¼{0.45,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.02,0.45}. To
make this a simple point, consider a bivariate relationship only
between these two explanatory variables individually on an n¼200
random outcome variable correlated at r¼0.5 with (x1þx2). Linearly
regressing the outcome variable response on each of these vari-
ables separately produces regression coefficients and (standard
errors) of bx1 ¼ 0:468ð0:105Þ for the centralized response and bx2 ¼
0:195ð0:025Þ for the dispersed response. Notice that these are
substantially different coefficient estimates, both of which are
reliable at standard levels. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the
jittered categorical variables are shown with the differing regres-
sion lines (dark line and points for the dispersed case and light line
and points for the centralized response). Notice that the 95% con-
fidence interval for the more centralized case covers the regression
line for the dispersed case only in a small region in the middle of
the data (the reverse setup shows the same effect). This example
assumes equal spacing between the ordinal responses, and relaxing
this assumptionwith a fixed effects (treatment contrast) or random
effects (distribution) specification only exacerbates the observed
effect by allowing greater differences.

In a regression context researchers simply need to be aware that
differences in modal distributions can provide very different
regression coefficients. From a modeling perspective this means
that the same question wording can provide very different sub-
stantive information across different modes. Therefore results need
to be placed in the context of the survey mode of collection so that
readers are fully aware of potential differences. It also bifurcates
results in the literature: it is not correct to directly compare specific
coefficients in different models or published articles across survey
modes because they reflect different statistical contexts. There also
exist dispersion measures for categorical explanatory variables
(Gilula and Haberman, 1995), and these can be used to measure the
impact in regression specifications. However, such measures are
model-specific and therefore limited to narrow comparisons.

Another issue that affects the use of the entropy measure
described here is that of survey weighting in general. First, it is clear
that standard survey weights provided by collectors of data in the
traditional fashion are not going tomake amore diffusely answered
question from the Internetmode less diffuse than the corresponding
weighted question from the face-to-face mode. Therefore the
modeling considerations discussed above are immune from stan-
dard survey weight balancing. A more interesting and nuanced
question is whether techniques like poststratification (Park et al.,
2004) alter the effect of the H measure. To make the discussion as
clear as possible suppose we are interested in a binary choice:
(p1,p2). Now say that q[¼ average response for each cross-
classification of state and categorical demographics like sex (2
categories: male, female), race (4 categories: White, Hispanic, Af-
rican American, other), age (3 categories), and education (3 cate-
gories). This setup produces 2�4�3�3¼72 cross-classifications of
interest, but with 50 states there are now [¼3600 cross-



Fig. 5. Simulated regression results.
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classifications of interest. For the [ th cross-classificationwe see the
binary proportions for this survey question, (p1[,p2[) from our sur-
vey sample. Now obtain population information from the census or
other sources of national demographics that give N[ as the number
of actual people in each of the [ categories. So the post-stratification
proportions for each of the j¼50 states is:

bp1j ¼
P

[2jN[p1[P
[2jN[

bp2j ¼
P

[2jN[p2[P
[2jN[

; (3)

which helps when categories in some states will be small or empty
and we want to weight accordingly. This makes our entropy mea-
sure for this dichotomous question in the jth state:

Hj ¼ �
X2
i¼1

bpijln
�bpij

�
: (4)

So weighting by poststratification or other means is simply
adjusting the categorical responses by the desired criteria, which
are national demographics in this common case.

The entropy measure as we have described and used it here is
restricted to analyzing single questions in isolation. It makes no
inferences about surrounding questions and therefore does not
detect sequential sources of survey error such as respondent
straight-lining (picking the same category for multiple consecutive
questions) or recency effects (a question influencing the response
to the next question). These cross-question effects are known to be
influenced by survey mode. However, it is possible to use the H
measure to serially correlate question dispersion. Differences be-
tween modes may detect different levels of autocorrelation as a
data exploration tool. Furthermore, since H is an interval mea-
surement, common statistics can be used to summarize across a
dataset from a given survey mode. Means, medians, variances, etc.,
are entirely appropriate as rough summaries of typical dispersion.
It is also important to think of the entropy measure contextually
with regard to the sample or sub-sample under study. For example,
support for welfare is typically skewed such that a large number of
individuals are in favor of reducing spending, fewer support the
status quo, and even fewer support an increase. However, any
dataset that over-sampled African Americans, or subsetting on Af-
rican Americans would likely produce a near uniform distribution,
and thus have a higher entropy value. This is true without any real
change in the quality of measurement, the question wording, the
order of the question, and so on. Over-sampling or sub-sampling
are not necessarily wrong strategies, but the effect on the disper-
sion of question answers must be considered in context of this
decision.
5. Conclusion

In our long collective history of work in survey research the
authors have never seen a more dynamic, interesting, and chal-
lenging period of technological change. The problems introduced
by cell phones, diminishing landlines, lower inclination to partici-
pate in face-to-face interviews, and of course the introduction of
Internet surveys all provide survey researchers with difficult de-
cisions about the mode of data acquisition. Furthermore, the choice
of survey mode affects all five types of survey error (Fig. 2), but the
literature has not previously developed a way to quantify mea-
surement error separate from the other types of error, especially as
it arises as a consequence of the choice of mode. The entropy
measure makes up for a deficiency in the standard set of analytical
tools, by measuring variability in survey responses in a way that is
free from the defects associated with the application of standard
statistics. Our method is extremely easy to implement with or
without the R code provided in Appendix C, and so we hope to
improve the practice of general mode comparison as well as point
out mode differences in a particular instance.
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Despite some optimistic views (e.g. Gosling et al., 2004), there is
strong evidence of measurement error between face-to-face and
Internet surveys; it just turns out to be more subtle than expected.
In the ANES 2012 study application, the error is in the distributional
differences between the modes rather than centrality differences.
We demonstrated that variability in mode effects exists with wider
distributions associated with Internet instruments over traditional
face-to-face approaches in a manner that could not be done before.
This case is sufficiently large and general as to imply similar
comparative ability with general academic and media surveys of
political and social attitudes.

How does finding measurement error between face-to-face and
Internet change subsequent analysis? We know from the analysis
that it is wrong to pool face-to-face and Internet polling results for
one item into the same regression (or other similar) models
without careful explanation e otherwise the interpretation of
Table 7
Monte Carlo Simulation: 7-Point Scale.

Distribution p(x ¼ 1) p(x ¼ 2) p(x ¼ 3) p(x ¼ 4) p(x ¼ 5) p(x ¼ 6) p(x ¼ 7) H

Uniform 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1/7 1.943
Heavy Tails 0.25 0.15 0.05 0.10 0.05 0.15 0.25 1.789
Peaked 0.03 0.07 0.15 0.50 0.15 0.07 0.03 1.495
Left Skew 0.50 0.25 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.01 1.376
Right Skew 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.10 0.25 0.50 1.376

Note: p(x ¼ 1) to p(x ¼ 7) represent the vectors of normalized probabilities for the Monte Carlo simulations. H indicates the mean entropy score across all 5000 draws for a
given distribution.
variability would be assumed to be homogeneous across co-
efficients. In the mixed mode case, standard errors of specific co-
efficients could have fundamentally different meanings and
statistical interpretations.

Our entropy measure of ordinal question variability is a sum-
mary measure for aggregated responses on individual questions
that provides convenience. However, our measure cannot tell re-
searchers that smaller entropy for a given question indicates some
sort of partisan, general political, or strategic effect. Instead, it
simply shows that the surveyed respondents are more or less
cohesive and concentrated on a given issue. The entropy measure
proposed here does not say why mode differences occur in the
same way that a tire pressure gauge may indicate that the pressure
is low but does not necessarily say that it is due to a nail or neglect.
Our goal here is simply to provide a new tool to researchers of
public opinion and provide evidence that it detects mode differ-
ences of a distributional nature. This is a useful contribution to the
toolbox of survey researchers as it provides a statistically coherent
measure of dispersion that is easy to interpret and compare.

As far as mode differences go, we assert no normative pre-
scription assigned to higher or lower entropy. Survey-wide, the
entropy measures are telling us that the distribution of responses is
different between online surveys and face-to-face surveys, even
when the sampling and measurement procedures are designed to
make the surveys as comparable as possible. This is valuable in-
formation about measurement error even without saying which is
“better” because a greater number of long-term surveys are
increasingly making use of the less expensive web options to
deploy their instruments. The entropy measure allows us to see
that there are still differences between even the most carefully-
constructed online and face-to-face surveys of which all re-
searchers should be aware.

Appendix A. Monte Carlo Assessment of the Entropy Measure

In order to further assess and highlight the efficacy of our
entropy measure of mode difference we also implement a series of
Monte Carlo simulations to helpmeasure the sensitivity to different
types of observed distributions. More specifically, we first created
5000 random draws from a hypothetical 7-point categorical vari-
able (coded 1 to 7) for 1000 respondents. We repeated this process
five times assuming different underlying distributions and vari-
ances (a uniform distribution, a symmetric distribution with heavy
tails, a symmetric distribution with a high centered peak, a left-
skewed distribution, and a right-skewed distribution). This leaves
us with five simulated data sets, each containing 5000 data points
for every respondent. Based on these information, we can then
calculate the entropy scores for all 5000 draws across the five data
sets. Table 7 presents the five different distributions, their under-
lying vectors of normalized probabilities fromwhich we simulated
the data, and the mean observed entropy score (H) for each
distribution.
As expected, the uniform distribution has the highest mean
entropy score. This makes intuitive sense, given that the uniform
distribution clearly exhibits the most uncertainty (and provides the
least information). Our distribution with “heavy tails” has a simi-
larly high entropy score, but contains more information than the
perfectly flat uniform distribution. The third distribution with a
clear and centered peak ranks in the middle, while the two heavily
skewed distributions have virtually the same mean entropy score
and exhibit the least amount of uncertainty while providing the
most information among our sample of five different distributions.

Table 8 presents the results from a similar exercise using 5000
random draws from hypothetical 101-point categorical variables
(coded 0 to 100). This is done first with a uniform setup drawing
directly from the 101 integers, then done by specifying different
beta distributions (varying the shape parameters) and normalizing
the draws up to 0e100. These specifications are designed to reflect
the five generic distributional types presented in Table 7 above.
While the first set of Monte Carlo simulations was implemented to
illustrate the behavior of the entropy measure in a Likert scale
setting, the goal of this second set of simulations is to analyze the
entropy scores for different types of feeling thermometers or per-
centage questions as encountered in the ANES 2012 study.

The second results are very similar to the first and again confirm
the intuition behind the entropy measure. The uniform distribution
has the highest associated mean entropy score, followed by the dis-
tribution with “heavy tails” and the distribution with a relatively
centered peak. The left and right skewed distributions have a virtu-
ally identicalmeanentropymeasureandrankthe lowest, indicatinga
relatively lowdegreeofuncertaintyandahighdegreeof information.

This simple Monte Carlo analysis illustrates the efficacy of the
entropy approach by showing that the measure behaves the way it
is intended to. As the amount of information that a given data set or
distribution provides increases, the corresponding entropy mea-
sure decreases (indicating lower levels of uncertainty), whereas a
highly uninformative distribution (such as the uniform distribution
as our extreme example) is associated with a high entropy score.
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What this means for our application is that evenly-distributed
survey responses across the available categories will yield the
highest entropy scores e so when we say entropy is higher on a
certain type of survey, we are saying that response is more evenly
distributed across the possible answers.
Table 8
Monte Carlo Simulation: Feeling Thermometer.

Type Distribution R code H

Uniform U ð0;100Þ c(0:100) 4.564
Heavy Tails B eð0:7;0:7Þ rbeta(1000, 0.7, 0.7) 3.920
Peaked B eð10;10Þ rbeta(1000, 10, 10) 3.708
Left Skew B eð2;7Þ rbeta(1000, 2, 7) 3.656
Right Skew B eð7;2Þ rbeta(1000, 7, 2) 3.656

Note: The Distribution column gives the mathematical notation for the distribution underlying the different simulations, while R code provides the code we used to actually
generate the data in R. H indicates the mean entropy score across all 5000 draws for a given distribution.
Appendix B. R Code for the Monte Carlo Simulation.
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Appendix C. R Code for the Entropy Function.
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Appendix D. R Code Processing the ANES 2012 Data for
Analysis.
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Appendix E. Robustness Check

The main analysis reported in the text ignores variables
reflecting past (political) behavior, factual information about the
respondents (whether they were contacted during the campaign,
whether they are registered to vote or are gun owners, media
use, etc.), and overall knowledge questions in order to focus on
items that capture opinions and attitudes. Here, we present
additional analyses including past behavior, factual information
about the respondents, and knowledge questions as a robustness
check.

More specifically, the following tables and figures exactly
replicate the tables and figures found in the main analysis.
Table 9
Comparing Medians for Face-to-Face and Internet Modes

BSM BSE

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 411)
F2F 1.092 0.011
Internet 1.114 0.011
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 179)
F2F 2.537 0.013
Internet 2.727 0.015
7 to 27 point items (k ¼ 95)
F2F 3.928 0.027
Internet 3.887 0.021
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
F2F 60.452 0.202
Internet 57.026 0.196

Note: the two-sided t-test presents the result of a test for significant differences in bootstr
analysis.

Table 10
Entropy Descriptive Statistics.

Mean Variance Min

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 411)
F2F 0.601 0.082 0.000
Internet 0.615 0.087 0.004
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 179)
F2F 1.290 0.053 0.110
Internet 1.259 0.078 0.023
7 to 27 point items (k ¼ 95)
F2F 1.683 0.084 0.489
Internet 1.663 0.094 0.347
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
F2F 2.064 0.039 1.393
Internet 2.470 0.093 1.230

Note: 2-sided t-test presents the result of a test for significant differences in means betw
However, this time, the analyses they are based on includes a total
of K¼734 ANES question items (instead of K¼514). This extended
data set now contains k¼411 2 and 3 point items, k¼179 4 and 5
point items, k¼95 7 to 27 point items, and still k¼49 101 point
items.

The findings confirm the results that we discuss in the main
analysis. Table 9 shows that there are some differences in measures
of centrality across the two modes, but that these differences are
very small relative to the level of measurement for the corre-
sponding questions. However, as the following tables and figures
show, we still find substantial differences in variability across sur-
veymodes, where these differences are again the most pronounced
for the 101 point items.
Difference t-statistic p-value

�0.021 �25.212 <0.001

�0.189 �129.987 <0.001

0.041 11.499 <0.001

3.425 84.208 <0.001

ap means between Internet and face-to-face. This is not part of the entropy measure

Max t-statistic p-value

1.097 0.716 0.474
1.098

1.598 �1.148 0.252
1.608

2.321 �0.443 0.658
2.334

2.326 7.795 <0.001
2.792

een Internet and face-to-face.



Fig. 6. Entropy Histograms.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of Entropy Differences (Internet - F2F).

Table 11
Greatest Face-to-Face Entropies.

Variable name Entropy Value Variable description

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 411)
mediapo_tvamt 1.0883 Followed Campaigns on TV
campfin_banads 1.0906 Ban Corporate/Union Ads
ineqinc_ineqreduc 1.0925 Gov’t Reducing Income Inequality
econ_ecpast 1.0946 National Economy: Better/Worse
econ_unpast 1.0966 Unemployment: Better/Worse
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 179)
resent_deserve 1.5742 Blacks: Gotten Less Than Deserved
cses_govtact 1.5768 Gov’t Reducing Income Inequality
resent_try 1.5773 Blacks: Must Try Harder
ecperil_payhlthcst 1.5864 Able to Pay Health Care
egal_worryless 1.5976 Worry Less About Equality
7 to 27 point items (k ¼ 95)
cses_dptylike 2.1893 Democratic Party Like (0e10)
cses_rptylike 2.2786 Republican Party Like (0e10)
cses_rpclike 2.3022 Republican Pres Cand Like (0e10)
cses_dptyleft 2.3203 Left-Right Democratic Party (0e10)
cses_rptyleft 2.3208 Left-Right Republican Party (0e10)
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
ftpo_dvpc 2.2782 FT: Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate
ftgr_unions 2.2814 FT: Unions
ftgr_fedgov 2.2842 FT: Federal Government
ftpo_rpc 2.3098 FT: Republican Presidential Candidate
ftcasi_illegal 2.3260 FT: Illegal Immigrants

Note: The table presents the 5 items with the highest value for (entropy_f2f) in each category.
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Table 12
Greatest Internet Entropies

Variable name Entropy Value Variable description

2 and 3 point items (k ¼ 411)
mip_prob2pty 1.0958 Best Party to Handle MIP #2
econ_unpast 1.0964 Unemployment: Better/Worse
iran_nuksite 1.0968 Bombing Iran’s Nuclear Sites
cses_econ 1.0980 State of Economy
econ_ecpast 1.0983 National Economy: Better/Worse
4 and 5 point items (k ¼ 179)
ctrait_dpccare 1.5873 Dem Cand: Cares About People Like Me
ecblame_pres 1.5874 Blame President for Economy
ctrait_rpclead 1.5886 Rep Cand: Strong Leadership
ctrait_dpcmoral 1.5956 Dem Cand: Is Moral
ctrait_rpcmoral 1.6078 Rep Cand: Is Moral
7 to 27 point items (k ¼ 95)
cses_rptyleft 2.2585 Left-Right Republican Party (0e10)
cses_dpclike 2.2847 Democratic Pres Cand Like (0e10)
cses_rptylike 2.3200 Republican Party Like (0e10)
cses_dptylike 2.3311 Democratic Party Like (0e10)
cses_rpclike 2.3343 Republican Pres Cand Like (0e10)
101 point items (k ¼ 49)
ftpo_rvpc 2.7123 FT: Republican Vice Presidential Candidate
ftgr_unions 2.7272 FT: Unions
ftpo_pres 2.7480 FT: Democratic Presidential Candidate
ftpo_rpc 2.7495 FT: Republican Presidential Candidate
ftpo_dvpc 2.7919 FT: Democratic Vice Presidential Candidate

Note: The table presents the 5 items with the highest value for (entropy_inet) in each category.

Table 13
Greatest Entropy Differences.
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